To Book a trip call 270-703-6133 or visit our website
www.kicknbass.net
Oct. 13th, 2012

Hello everyone, Kick’n Bass here! Just
wanted to let you know that over the
next couple of weeks I will not be fishing
or providing a fishing report as I will be
recuperating at home from recent
surgery. My reports will resume once
I’m back on the water.
Capt. Rich Bay and the Kick’n Bass
Pontoon fishing service will continue
uninterrupted so feel free to book your
trip and have a blast. The fall colors and
fishing will be superb.
If you want to book a fishing trip or
Sonar class feel free to contact me via
email at rk@kicknbass.net and we’ll set
up a time to do our thing.

Your business is sincerely appreciated!
Tight Lines …

Randy Kuhens

Introducing the Best Bow Mount Sonar Bracket Ever!

Here’s a Quality Product that really works! I have been field testing this product since
March on my Ranger Z520. Once my HDS 10 was installed I NEVER TOUCHED IT
AGAIN! Over 180 days of abuse including pounding waves, inclement weather, hits,
bumps, scratches … you name it this baby can take it. The best news is once you adjust
your sonar unit for best viewing you won’t have to adjust it again, period! No more
hassling with an overpriced bracket that won’t support your sonar unit or clutter the
deck of your boat. This product just makes too much sense for us anglers!

Features …


Made in the USA and machined from ¼ inch heavy duty aluminum with powdered
coated finish for durability and good looks.



Easy to install. Pre-drilled for both Lowrance and Humminbird gimbal brackets
(Not included). All holes are 5/16 and base mounting holes are pre-drilled for
your convenience.



No more hassle with unsightly wires and that troublesome trolling motor cable. All
Sonar connector cables fit thru oversized center hole and the Trolling Motor cable
fits under the bracket and is positioned out of the way during operation and
storage.



12 inch inside width plus 2 inch base flange on each side of bracket is more than
adequate to span the trolling motor pedal recessed pans on most major boat
brands. Just simply measure the width of the opening on your pan.



Bracket positions screen for optimum viewing. Center location keeps area
organized and uncluttered allowing easy access when entering or exiting the bow
area.



Don’t have a recessed trolling motor pedal? This bracket is an excellent choice for
on deck applications too.

The Kick’n Bass Bow Mount Sonar Bracket.
I know it’s a mouth full but I wouldn’t put my name on it if it didn’t work!
$74.95 includes shipping to lower 48.
To order send email to: rk@kicknbass.net and ask about the Kick’n Bass Bow Mount
Sonar Bracket.

